
Utu Soulful Lighting unveils the new 
lighting design Monaco

Monaco Lamp

Utu Soulful Lighting, a leading manufacturer of lighting design unveils the newest addition to its lighting collection - 
Monaco suspension lamps at Maison et Objet in Hall 6 Stand F38-G37. 

The idea behind the creation of this lamp was to introduce a sculptural piece resembling a mobile art sculpture, includ-
ing the always warming and conforting ambient light coming from the opaque glass globes.  

Part ambient light, part artwork, Monaco suspension lamp will highlight any space in all the right ways thanks to its 
glass globes and sleek brass details.

As it it custom in Utu’s collection, Monaco is fully customizable in all its parts, allowing it to adapt perfectly to each 
project and space. 
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Monaco I Lamp

Monaco II Lamp
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About Utu Soulful Lighting: 

Utu soulful lighting is the response to an urge to create lighting solutions which enrich spaces with individuality and 
meaning.

Born from the creative hub Mambo Unlimited Ideas, Utu presents a versatile lighting collection, with pieces holding quite 
distint characters and for different uses, including suspension, table, �oor and wall lamps in a wide range of possible 
�nishings.

We produce unique, quality products – while our work draws inspiration from every corner of the globe, it nevertheless 
remains rooted in local knowledge and crafts expertise. Utu’s growing international presence re�ects our aproach and 
reputation: we offer unique products and a dedicated team ready to collaborate with professionals worldwide.

We believe that lighting contributes tremendously to how one experiences spaces, as it is able to, very ef�ciently, 
in�uence the perception and appearance of what surrounds us; to shift sensations and feelings.

We welcome you to our world, where creativity, quality and reliability are the guidelines.

For further information, please visit www.utulamps.com

Follow on social media with #utulamps
Share and post on Instagram: @utulamps
Share and like on Facebook: www.facebook.com/utulamps
Share on Pinterest: @utulamps
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